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A Time-Saving Attachment for the GT-3400 Trimmer
There was so much success with the GOMACO GT-3400 trimmer, that a customer immediately began working with GOMACO on a new type of trimmerhead attachment
for the machine. An attachment was created for the trimming of narrower widths for scab-on curb and gutter slipforming applications.
The GT-3400 trimmer’s new sidemounted trimmerhead attachment has a powerful, closed-loop trimmer that is 30 inches (762 mm) wide and has a wheel diameter of
56 inches (1422 mm). It features framework on the front to support the trimmerhead. The new trimmer has 18 inches (457 mm) of hydraulic vertical lift for depth
adjustments and for easy shipping on a trailer. It also has a third conveyor for moving material.
The extra conveyor transfers the trimmed material from the trimmerhead to the standard transfer conveyor. The contractor put their GT-3400 trimmer with the new
sidemounted trimmerhead to work on its first project in Canada. It was trimming between six to
10 inches (152-254 mm) deep,
19 inches (483 mm) below the existing
grade, and 30 inches (762 mm) wide
against the existing roadway.
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Production averaged up to six
feet per minute (1.8 mpm) on the
first trimming pass. It’s capable of
trimming accurate grade in just one
hour’s time, what would normally
take all day with a backhoe. Its zeroclearance capabilities were useful as
it trimmed by several utility poles
and other obstacles along the existing
roadway.
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The blade on the trimmerhead was used to level the CTB
material for final grade.
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The 30 inch (762 mm) wide trimmerhead cuts 19 inches (483 mm) below
grade on its first project.
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